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BOUNDEDNESS OF COMMUTATORS AND H1-BMO
DUALITY IN THE TWO MATRIX WEIGHTED
SETTING
JOSHUA ISRALOWITZ
Abstract. In this paper we characterize the two matrix weighted
boundedness of commutators with any of the Riesz transforms
(when both are matrix Ap weights) in terms of a natural two matrix
weighted BMO space. Furthermore, we identify this BMO space
when p = 2 as the dual of a natural two matrix weighted H1 space,
and use our commutator result to provide a converse to Bloom’s
matrix A2 theorem, which as a very special case proves Buckley’s
summation condition for matrix A2 weights. Finally, we use our
results to prove a matrix weighted John-Nirenberg inequality, and
we also briefly discuss the challenging question of extending our
results to the matrix weighted vector BMO setting.
1. Introduction
Let w be positive a.e. on Rd and let Lp(w) be the standard weighted
Lebesgue space with respect to the norm
‖f‖Lp(w) =
(∫
Rd
|f(x)|pw(x) dx
) 1
p
.
Furthermore, let Ap be the classical Muckenhoupt class of weights w
satisfying
sup
I⊆Rd
I is a cube
(
1
|I|
∫
I
w(x) dx
)(
1
|I|
∫
I
w
− 1
p−1 (x) dx
)p−1
<∞.
In the interesting paper [3], the author proved that if w, u ∈ Ap
then a locally integrable b : R → C satisfies [H, b] : Lp(u) → Lp(w)
boundedly (where H is the Hilbert transform) if and only if b ∈ BMOν
where ν = (uw−1)
1
p and b ∈ BMOν if
sup
I⊆R
Iis an interval
1
ν(I)
∫
I
|b(x)− bI | dx <∞
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While this is well known and not surprising when u = w, in general
this result is quite remarkable given that this characterization involves
the three functions u, v and b.
Note that Bloom’s two weight characterization above was largely
motivated by the question of when the Hilbert transform H is bounded
on matrix weighted L2. In particular, letW : Rd →Mn(C) be a matrix
weight, i.e. a positive definite a.e. Mn(C) valued function on Rd and let
Lp(W ) be the space of Cn valued functions ~f such that ‖~f‖Lp(W ) <∞,
where
‖~f‖Lp(W ) =
(∫
Rd
|W 1p (x)~f(x)|p dx
) 1
p
.
Furthermore, we will say that a matrix weight W is a matrix Ap weight
(see [24]) if it satisfies
sup
I⊂Rd
I is a cube
1
|I|
∫
I
(
1
|I|
∫
I
‖W 1p (x)W− 1p (t)‖p′ dt
) p
p′
dx <∞. (1.1)
Now if 1 < p < ∞, then it was shown in the late 1990’s by the
independent efforts of M. Goldberg, F. Nazarov/S. Treil, and A. Vol-
berg (see [7, 20, 26]) that a CZO on Rd is bounded on Lp(W ) if W is
a matrix Ap weight. Over a decade earlier, however, S. Bloom showed
(using his two weight characterization above) in [3] that if W = U∗ΛU
where U : R→Mn(C) is unitary and Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λn) where each
λk is a scalar A2 weight, then H is bounded on L
2(W ) if for each r and
j we have
urj ∈ BMO(λrλ−1k ) 12 for k = 1, 2, . . . , n,
which given the results in [7,20,26] retranslates into a sufficient condi-
tion for W = U∗ΛU to be a matrix A2 weight given that U is unitary
and Λ is diagonal with scalar A2 entries.
On the other hand, in the very recent preprint [10], the authors ex-
tended the results in [3] to all CZOs on Rd for d > 1. Given these
results, it is natural to try to prove two matrix weighted norm in-
equalities for commutators [T,B] where T is a CZO and B is a locally
integrableMn(C) valued function. Moreover, it is natural to use these
two matrix weighted norm inequalities to try to find improvements and
generalizations to Bloom’s matrix A2 theorem above.
The general purpose of this paper is to investigate these matters.
Before we state our results, let us rewrite Bloom’s BMO condition in
a way that naturally extends to the matrix weighted setting. First, by
multiple uses of the Ap property and Ho¨lder’s inequality, it is easy to
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see that
mIν ≈ (mIu)
1
p (mIw
1−p′)
1
p′
≈ (mIu)
1
p (mIw)
− 1
p
≈ (mIu
1
p )(mIw
1
p )−1
so that b ∈ BMOν when w and u are Ap weights if and only if
sup
I⊆R
I is a cube
1
|I|
∫
I
|(mIw
1
p )(mIu
1
p )−1||b(x)− bI | dx <∞
Now if W,U are matrix Ap weights, then we define BMO
p
W,U to be the
space of n× n locally integrable matrix functions B where there exists
ǫ > 0 such that
sup
I⊆Rd
Iis a cube
1
|I|
∫
I
‖(mIW
1
p )(B(x)− BI)(mIU
1
p )−1‖1+ǫ dx <∞.
We can now state the main result of the paper
Theorem 1.1. Let W and U be Mn(C) valued matrix Ap weights on
Rd and let B be a locally integral Mn(C) valued function. If R is any
of the Riesz transforms then [R,B] maps Lp(U) to Lp(W ) boundedly if
and only if B ∈ BMOpW,U .
Note that sufficiency in Theorem 1.1 is new even in the scalar setting in
the sense that [10] proves that b ∈ BMOν if all of the Riesz transforms
Rj for j = 1, . . . , d are bounded from L
p(u) to Lp(w) when u, w are
scalar Ap weights.
Unfortunately we are at the moment not able to use Theorem 1.1
to prove any kind of improvement to Bloom’s matrix A2 theorem. In-
triguingly, however, we can easily use Theorem 1.1 to prove a matrix
Ap converse under vastly more general conditions. More precisely we
will prove the following.
Theorem 1.2. Let Λ be a matrix Ap weight and let U be any matrix
function such that W = (U∗Λ
2
pU)
p
2 is a matrix Ap weight. Then U ∈
BMOpΛ,W .
A curious application (and one that warrants further investigation
into various generalizations of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2) is when
W is a (given) matrix A2 weight, p = 2, Λ = W
−1, and U = W , which
in this case says W ∈ BMOW−1,W . As we will see later, this translates
into a matrix Fefferman-Kenig-Pipher and Buckley condition on matrix
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A2 weights W . Note that while the former is well known in the matrix
setting (see [6, 25]), the latter is to the author’s knowledge new.
Also, one can ask whether sufficiency in Theorem 1.1 holds for gen-
eral CZOs. Before we discuss this we will need to introduce some
notation. Following the notation in [18], for any dyadic grid in R and
any interval in this grid, let
h1I = |I|−
1
2χI(x), h
0
I(x) = |I|−
1
2 (χIℓ(x)− χIr(x))
where Iℓ and Ir are the left and right halves of I, respectively. Now
given any dyadic grid D in Rd, any cube I = I1 × · · · × Id, and any
ε ∈ {0, 1}d, let hεI = Πdi=1hεIi. It is then easily seen that {hεI : I ∈
D , ε ∈ Sigd} where Sigd = {0, 1}d\{~1} is an orthonormal basis for
L2(Rd). Note that we will say hεI is “cancellative” if ε 6= ~1 since in this
case
∫
I
hεI = 0.
For a dyadic grid D let BMOν,D be the canonical dyadic version
of BMOν . In the scalar weighted setting, sufficiency in Theorem 1.1
for general CZOs was proved in [10] using the known (see [17]) dual-
ity BMOν,D = (H
1
D(ν))
∗ under the standard L2 pairing (which is not
needed in the Riesz transform case). Here, H1D(ν) is the space of all f
such that SDf ∈ L1(ν) where SD is the dyadic square function defined
by
SDf(x) =
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
|f εI |2
|I| χI(x)

1
2
.
For a matrix weight W and an Mn(C) valued function Φ, let SW,D
be the weighted square function defined by
SW,DΦ(x) =
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
‖W 12 (x)ΦεI‖2
|I| χI(x)

1
2
and for another matrix weight U , let MU denote the Haar multiplier
MUΦ =
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
ΦεI(mIU)
1
2hεI .
Finally let H1W,U,D be the space of locally integral n×nmatrix functions
defined by
H1W,U = {Φ : Rd →Mn(C) s.t. SW−1,DMUΦ ∈ L1}
and for any n×n matricies A,B let 〈A,B〉tr be the canonical Frobenius
inner product defined by
〈A,B〉tr = trAB∗.
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By modifying the ideas in [2, 17] we will prove the following matrix
weighted duality result in the last section, which we hope to use (pos-
sibly in modified form) in a future paper to prove sufficiency in Theorem
1.1 for general CZOs when p = 2.
Theorem 1.3. BMO2W,U,D = (H
1
W,U,D)
∗ under the canonical pairing
B(Φ) := 〈Φ, B〉L2 where the inner product is with respect to 〈, 〉tr on
Mn(C).
Note that it would be very interesting to try to prove a similar duality
result when p 6= 2 (which would likely be useful in extending Theo-
rem 1.1 to general CZOs when p 6= 2.) Also note that unlike [17],
which proves their duality result by using the standard idea of analyz-
ing the weighted measure of certain level sets, we are forced to instead
largely base our arguments on unweighted estimates, since the “ma-
trix weighted measure” of level sets (or any set for that matter) makes
absolutely no sense.
It should be noted that various different equivalent versions of BMOν
were needed in [10] to prove their main result. Similarly, we will re-
quire a number of different equivalent versions of BMOpW,U throughout
the paper. Surprisingly, many of these various versions in the matrix
weighted setting have already appeared in [12, 13] in the special cases
where either U = W or when one of the matrix weights W or U is the
identity.
In the last section we will also use our results to prove the following
matrix weighted John-Nirenberg inequality, which, except for the ǫ,
extends the classical scalar weighted John-Nirenberg inequality in [19]
when p = 2.
Proposition 1.4. Let W be a matrix A2 weight. Then there exists
ǫ > 0 such that
sup
I⊆Rd
I is a cube
1
|I|
∫
I
‖(mIW )− 12 (B(x)−mIB)(mIW )− 12‖1+ǫ dx <∞
iff
sup
I⊆Rd
I is a cube
1
|I|
∫
I
‖W− 12 (x)(B∗(x)−mIB∗)(mIW )− 12‖2 dx <∞.
Now while commutators with respect to Cn valued functions do not
make sense, one can ask what a natural BMOpW,U condition for C
n
valued functions is and whether conditions similar to the ones discussed
in this paper are equivalent for Cn valued functions. Unfortunately,
due to a lack of symmetry and duality, this appears to be a challenging
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question and we refer the reader to [12] where these matters are briefly
discussed in the special case when U is the identity. Despite this, we
should comment that the following result (which should be thought of
as a “weak” matrix analogue of Theorem 5 in [19]) is true and will be
proved in the last section.
Proposition 1.5. Let W is be matrix Ap weight for 1 < p < ∞ and
let ~f : Rd → Cn. Then ~f ∈ BMO iff
sup
I⊆Rd
I is a cube
1
|I|
∫
I
|W 1p (x)(VI(W ))−1(~f(x)−mI ~f)|p dx <∞. (1.2)
In fact, if W is a matrix Ap,∞ weight then ~f ∈ BMO implies (1.2).
Note that we will not define the matrix Ap,∞ condition since we will
only need well known properties about matrix Ap,∞ weights to prove
this result. Furthermore, it is interesting to ask whether (1.2) implies
~f ∈ BMO when W is a matrix Ap,∞ weight.
Let us briefly comment on the ideas and techniques used in this pa-
per. Like [9, 10], the ideas and techniques in this paper are “dyadic”
in nature and are very different than the more classical ideas and tech-
niques in [3]. However, since the techniques in [9, 10] are obviously
scalar weighted techniques, we will not draw from them in this paper,
but instead heavily rely on the ideas developed in two recent preprints,
the first being [13] by the author, H. K. Kwon, and Sandra Pott, and
the second being [12] by the author. It should be commented, however,
that we will in fact use the papers [9,10] as a sort of “guiding light” for
recasting the various matrix weighted BMO conditions in [12, 13] into
two matrix weighted conditions. Also note that with this in mind, one
can think of this paper as a kind of “two weight unification” of some
of the ideas and results in [12, 13].
Finally, the careful reader will notice that despite its elegant ap-
pearance (from the matrix weighted p 6= 2 perspective), we will not
actually have a need for the definition of BMOpW,U given and instead
will work with various other equivalent definitions and show that these
all coincide with BMOpW,U . The reader, however, should not be tricked
into thinking that the original definition of BMOpW,U is nice looking
but useless. In fact, the original definition of BMOpW,W is a very nat-
ural and important BMO condition (after using Lemma 2.1 twice) to
consider when formulating and proving a T1 theorem regarding the
boundedness of matrix kernelled CZOs on Lp(W ) when W is a matrix
Ap weight for 1 < p <∞ (see [12] for a precise statement and proof of
such a T1 theorem). Interestingly note that unlike in the scalar setting,
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BMOpW,W does not reduce to the classical unweighted John-Nirenberg
space BMO (see [13] for more information.)
We will end the introduction by noting that despite the paper’s
length, it is largely self contained, and in particular we do not assume
that the reader is necessarily familiar with the ideas or arguments in
[12, 13]. Furthermore, as in [10], we will not attempt to track the Ap
dependence on any of our results with the exception of A2 dependence
in Theorem 1.3 (which we hope to use to prove quantitative weighted
norm inequalities for commutators [T, b] on L2(W ) for a matrix A2
weight W , a scalar kernelled CZO T , and a scalar function b ∈ BMO
in a forthcoming paper) and in our matrix weighted Buckley summa-
tion condition (see Proposition 5.3.)
2. Two weight characterization of paraproducts
As in [9, 10, 13], we will prove sufficiency in Theorem 1.1 by proving
two matrix weighted norm inequalities for dyadic paraproducts in terms
of equivalent BMO conditions similar to the ones in [9, 10] (and when
p = 2 in particular prove a two matrix weighted generalization of The-
orem 3.1 in [9].) Given a matrix weight W , let VI(W, p) and V
′
I (W, p)
be reducing operators satisfying |I|− 1p‖χIW
1
p~e‖Lp ≈ |VI(W, p)~e| and
|I|− 1p′ ‖χIW−
1
p~e‖Lp′ ≈ |V ′I (W, p)~e| for any ~e ∈ Cn (see [7]). We will
drop the p dependence and simply write VI(W ) instead of VI(W, p)
and similarly for V ′I (W ). This should not cause any confusion (and if
it might we will revert to the original notation) since we will exclusively
deal with matrix Ap weights.
In general these reducing operators are not unique, and note that
the specific ones chosen are not important for any of our theorems.
However, note that when p = 2 we may take VI(W, 2) to be the average
(mIW )
1
2 and V ′I (W, 2) can be taken to be the average (mIW )
− 1
2 . In
general though, it is important to realise that these reducing operators
for p 6= 2 are not averages. Despite this, it is nonetheless very useful to
think of them as appropriate averages of W , which is further justified
by the following simple but important result proved in [25] when p = 2
and proved in [13] for general 1 < p <∞.
Lemma 2.1. If W is a matrix Ap weight then
|V ′I (W )~e| ≈ |mI(W−
1
p )~e|
for any ~e ∈ Cn. In particular,
|mI(W−
1
p )~e| ≤ |V ′I (W )~e| ≤ ‖W‖
n
p
Ap
|mI(W−
1
p )~e|.
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Of course, applying this to the dual weight U1−p
′
when U is a matrix
Ap weight gives us that
|mI(U
1
p )~e| ≈ |VI(U)~e|.
Now given a locally integrable function B : Rd →Mn(C), define the
dyadic paraproduct πB with respect to a dyadic grid D by
πB ~f =
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
BεI(mI
~f)hεI (2.1)
where BεI is the matrix of Haar coefficients of the entries of B with
respect to I and ε, and mI ~f is the vector of averages of the entries of
~f .
We will now describe some important tools that are needed to prove
two matrix weighted norm inequalities for dyadic paraproducts and
that will also be used throughout the paper. First is the “matrix
weighted Triebel-Lizorkin imbedding theorem” from [20,26] in the d =
1 setting, and from [11] when d > 1, which says that if W is a matrix
Ap weight then
‖~f‖pLp(W ) ≈
∫
Rd
∑
I∈D
∑
ε∈Sigd
|VI(W )~f εI |2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx (2.2)
where ~f εI is the vector of Haar coefficients of the components of
~f .
Thanks to (2.2), we have that
‖πB(U−
1
p ~f)‖pLp(W ) ≈
∫
Rd
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
|VI(W )BεImI(U−
1
p ~f)|2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
which crucially allows us to reduce the two matrix weighted bounded-
ness of πB to that of a sort of “matrix weighted Carleson embedding
theorem” which is much simpler to handle and can in fact be handled
like it is in the matrix one weighted setting in [13] (and will be stated
momentarily).
To do this, we will need a modification of the stopping time from
[11,13], which can be thought of as a matrix weighted adaption of the
stopping time from [16,23]. Now assume that W is a matrix Ap weight
and that λ is large enough. For any cube I ∈ D , let J (I) be the
collection of maximal J ∈ D(I) such that either of the two conditions
‖VJ(W )VI(W )−1‖ > λ or ‖VJ(W )−1VI(W )‖ > λ,
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or either of the two conditions
‖VJ(U)(VI(U))−1‖ > λ or ‖VI(U)(VJ (U))−1‖ > λ. (2.3)
Also, let F (I) be the collection of dyadic subcubes of I not contained
in any cube J ∈ J (I), so that clearly J ∈ F (J) for any J ∈ D(I).
Let J 0(I) := {I} and inductively define J j(I) and F j(I) for
j ≥ 1 by J j(I) := ⋃J∈J j−1(I) J (J) and F j(I) := ⋃J∈J j−1(I) F (J).
Clearly the cubes in J j(I) for j > 0 are pairwise disjoint. Fur-
thermore, since J ∈ F (J) for any J ∈ D(I), we have that D(I) =⋃∞
j=1 F
j(I). We will slightly abuse notation and write
⋃
J (I) for the
set
⋃
J∈J (I) J and write |
⋃
J (I)| for |⋃J∈J (I) J |. By easy arguments
in [11], we can pick λ so that |⋃J j(I)| ≤ 2−j|I| for every I ∈ D .
We can now state and prove the main result of this section (which of
course characterizes the boundedness of πB : L
p(U)→ Lp(W ) in terms
of the matrix Haar coefficient sequence {BεI}.) Note that a similar one
matrix weighted result was stated and proved in [13], and in particular
we will heavily utilize the ideas from [13] to prove the following result.
Theorem 2.2. Let 1 < p < ∞ and for a sequence {AεI} of n × n
matricies let B(W,U,A, p) be defined by
B(W,U,A, p) = sup
K∈D
1
|K|
∑
I∈D(K)
∑
ε∈Sigd
‖VI(W )AεI(VK(U))−1‖2.
If W is a matrix Ap weight then the following are equivalent:
(a) The operator ΠW,U,pA defined by
ΠW,U,pA
~f :=
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
VI(W )A
ε
ImI(U
− 1
p ~f)hεI
is bounded on Lp(Rd;Cn)
(b)
sup
J∈D
1
|J |
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖VI(W )AεI(VI(U))−1‖2 <∞
(c) B(W,U,A, p) <∞ if 2 ≤ p <∞, and B(U1−p′ ,W 1−p′, A∗, p′) <
∞ if 1 < p ≤ 2.
(d) ΠU
1−p′ ,W 1−p
′
,p′
A∗ is bounded on L
p′(Rd;Cn).
Furthermore, either of the conditions B(W,U,A, p) <∞ or B(U1−p′ ,W 1−p′, A∗, p′) <
∞ (for any 1 < p <∞) implies that (b) (or equivalently (a) or (d)) is
true.
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Before we prove this result, note that for a matrix function B we will
write ΠW,U,pB when the sequence of matricies is the Haar coefficients of
B. Also, while we will not need it, note that elementary linear algebra
arguments give us that B(W,U,A, p) <∞ if and only if there exists C
independent of K where∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(K)
(AεI)
∗(VI(W ))
2AεI ≤ C(VK(U))2 (2.4)
(and in fact clearly B(W,U,A, p) is the infimum of all such C.)
Proof. (b)⇒ (a): By dyadic Littlewood-Paley theory, we need to show
that∫
Rd
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
|VI(W )AεImI(U−
1
p ~f)|2
|I| χI(t)

p
2
dt
≤
∫
Rd
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
(‖VI(W )AεI(VI(U))−1‖mI |VI(U)U−
1
p ~f |)2
|I| χI(t)

p
2
dt
(2.5)
. ‖~f‖pLp
for any ~f ∈ Lp(Rd;Cn).
Now let
A˜ =
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
‖VI(W )AεI(VI(U))−1‖hεI
and let
M ′U
~f(x) = sup
D∋I∋x
mI |VI(U)U−
1
p ~f |
Clearly for any D ∋ I ∋ x we have that
mI |VI(U)U−
1
p ~f | ≤ mIM ′U ~f
so that
(2.5) ≤
∫
Rd
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
(‖VI(W )AεI(VI(U))−1‖mI(M ′U ~f))2
|I| χI(t)

p
2
dt
. ‖πA˜M ′U ~f‖pLp . ‖A‖p∗‖M ′U ~f‖pLp
where ‖A‖∗ is the canonical supremum from condition (b).
However, it is easy to see that
‖M ′U‖Lp . ‖U‖
1
p−1
Ap
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by using some simple ideas from [7] (see [13]), which means that
‖ΠW,U,pA ‖Lp→Lp ≈ ‖A‖∗‖U‖
1
p−1
Ap
(2.6)
and thus completes the proof of a)⇒ b).
(a) ⇒ (b): Fixing J ∈ D , plugging in the test functions ~f := χJ~ei
into ΠA for any orthonormal basis {~ei}ni=1 of Cn, and using (a) com-
bined with dyadic Littlewood-Paley theory and elementary linear alge-
bra gives us that
‖ΠW,U,pA ‖pLp→Lp|J | &
∫
Rd
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
‖VI(W )AεImI(χJU−
1
p )‖2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
≥
∫
J
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖VI(W )AεImI(U−
1
p )‖2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
which in conjunction with Lemma 2.1 says that
sup
J∈D
1
|J |
∫
J
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖VI(W )AεI(VI(U))−1‖2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
. sup
J∈D
1
|J |
∫
J
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖VI(W )AεIV ′I (U)‖2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
. sup
J∈D
1
|J |
∫
J
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖VI(W )AεImI(U−
1
p )‖2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
. ‖ΠW,U,pA ‖pLp→Lp.
Condition (b) now follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 in [21], so
that (a) ⇔ (b) for all 1 < p <∞.
(b) ⇔ (d): To avoid confusion in the subsequent arguments, we
will write VI(W ) = VI(W, p) to indicate which p the VI(W ) at hand
is referring to. As mentioned before, it is easy to see that W is a
matrix Ap weight if and only if W
1−p′ is a matrix Ap′ weight and the
same for U . Furthermore, one can easily check that we can choose
VI(W
1−p′, p′) = V ′I (W, p) and V
′
I (W
1−p′, p′) = VI(W, p), and that the
same for U holds. Thus, the two equalities above combined with the
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matrix Ap condition gives us that
sup
J∈D
1
|J |
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖VI(U1−p′ , p′)(AεI)∗(VI(W 1−p
′
, p′))−1‖2
≈ sup
J∈D
1
|J |
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖VI(W, p)AεI(VI(U, p))−1‖2
so applying (a) ⇔ (b) for the quadruplet (W,U,A, p) replaced by
(U1−p
′
,W 1−p
′
, A∗, p′) gives us that (a) ⇔ (b) ⇔ (d) for all 1 < p <∞.
We now prove that (c) ⇒ (b) for all 1 < p <∞.
(c)⇒ (b): We will in fact show that either of the conditions B(W,U,A, p) <
∞ or B(U1−p′ ,W 1−p′, A∗, p′) < ∞ (for any 1 < p < ∞) implies that
(b). First assume that B(W,U,A, p) <∞. Then by our stopping time,
we have that∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖VI(W )AεI(VI(U))−1‖2
=
∞∑
j=1
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
K∈J j−1(J)
∑
I∈F (K)
‖VI(W )AεI(VI(U))−1‖2
≤
∞∑
j=1
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
K∈J j−1(J)
∑
I∈F (K)
‖VI(W )AεI(VK(U))−1‖2‖VK(U)(VI(U))−1‖2
.
∞∑
j=1
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
K∈J j−1(J)
∑
I∈D(K)
‖VI(W )AεI(VK(U))−1‖2
. B(W,U,B, p)
∞∑
j=1
∑
K∈J j−1(J)
|K|
≤ |J |B(W,U,B, p).
Now to prove that (b) is true when B(U1−p′ ,W 1−p′, A∗, p′) <∞, notice
that replacing the quadruplet (W,U,A, p) by (U1−p
′
,W 1−p
′
, A∗, p′) gives
us that
sup
J∈D
1
|J |
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖VI(W, p)AεI(VI(U, p))−1‖2
≈ sup
J∈D
1
|J |
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖VI(U1−p′ , p′)(AεI)∗(VI(W 1−p
′
, p′))−1‖2
< B(U1−p′ ,W 1−p′, A∗, p′).
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We now prove that (a) ⇒ (c) when 2 ≤ p < ∞ and (d) ⇔ (c) when
1 < p ≤ 2
(a) ⇒ (c) when 2 ≤ p <∞: Fix J ∈ D and ~e ∈ Cn. If ~f = U 1pχJ~e,
then condition (a), the definition of VJ(U), and Ho¨lder’s inequality give
us that
|J ||VJ(U)~e|p‖ΠA‖pLp→Lp &
∫
Rd
∑
I∈D
∑
ε∈Sigd
|VI(W )AεImI(χJ~e)|2
|I| χI(t)

p
2
dt
≥ |J |
 1|J |
∫
J
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
|VI(W )AεI~e|2
|I| χI(t)

p
2
dt

≥ |J |
 1
|J |
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
|VI(W )AεI~e|2

p
2
which proves (c) after replacing ~e with (VJ(U))
−1~e, and in fact shows
that (a) ⇔ (b) ⇔ (c) ⇔ (d) when 2 ≤ p < ∞. We now complete the
proof when 1 < p ≤ 2.
(d) ⇔ (c) when 1 < p ≤ 2: Since 2 ≤ p′ < ∞, we have that (d)
⇔ (c) when 1 ≤ p < 2 by replacing the quadruplet (W,U,A, p) with
(U1−p
′
,W 1−p
′
, A∗, p′) and utilizing (a) ⇒ (c). 
While it is clear from the proof above, we shall point out that the
sole reason for the two different conditions in (c) is that we are only
able to prove that (a) ⇒ B(W,U,A, p) <∞ when 2 ≤ p < ∞ and (d)
⇒ B(U1−p′ ,W 1−p′, A∗, p′) <∞ when 1 < p ≤ 2 (since 2 ≤ p′ <∞) for
the simple reason that we crucially require the use of Ho¨lder’s inequality
with respect to the exponent p
2
and p
′
2
respectively. Furthermore, for
this reason, we have when p = 2 that B(W,U,A, 2) < ∞ is equivalent
to B(U−1,W−1, A∗, 2) <∞.
Moreover, it is instructive and quite interesting to compare Theorem
2.2 when p = 2 to Theorem 3.1 of [9] in the scalar setting. In particular
it was shown in [9] that a scalar symbolled paraproduct πb : L
2(u) →
L2(w) for two scalar A2 weights w and u if and only if
sup
J∈D
1
u−1(J)
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
|bεI |2(mI(u−1))2mIw <∞. (2.7)
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Although we will not need it to prove the main results of this paper,
we will now prove that a matrix weighted version of (2.7) is equiva-
lent to the boundedness of ΠW,U,2B on L
2 (and clearly a more general
statement can be said regarding similar matrix sequences that are not
necessarily Haar coefficients), which of course generalizes Theorem 3.1
in [9] to the matrix p = 2 setting.
Proposition 2.3. ΠW,U,2B is bounded on L
2 if and only if there exists
C > 0 independent of J where∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
mI(U
−1)(BεI )
∗(mIW )B
ε
ImI(U
−1) ≤ C(U−1(J)). (2.8)
Proof. Assume first that ΠW,U,2B is bounded on L
2. Using the testing
function ~f = U−
1
2χJ~e for any vector ~e gives us∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
|(mIW ) 12BεImI(U−1)~e|2 ≤ C
〈
U−1(J)~e, ~e
〉
Cn
where C = ‖ΠW,U,2B ‖L2→L2.
Conversely, by Theorem 1.2 in [5], (2.8) immediately implies that∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
‖[(BεI )∗(mIW )BεI ]
1
2mI(U
− 1
2 ~f)‖2 ≤ C‖~f‖2L2
for some C independent of U and ~f . Plugging in test functions of the
form ~f = χJ~e for any vector ~e in conjunction with Lemma 2.1 gives∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖(mIW ) 12BεI (mIU)−
1
2‖2
≈
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖(mIW ) 12BεImI(U−
1
2 )‖2
=
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖mI(U− 12 )(BεI )∗mIWBεImI(U−
1
2 )‖
=
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
‖[(BεI )∗(mIW )BεI ]
1
2mI(U
− 1
2 )‖2 ≤ C|J |. 
As in [10, 13], we can provide a much cleaner continuous BMO con-
dition that characterizes the boundedness of paraproducts.
Corollary 2.4. If 1 < p < ∞,W and U are matrix Ap weights, and
D is a dyadic grid, then the following are equivalent:
(a’) πB : L
p(U)→ Lp(W ) boundedly
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(b’) sup
J∈D
1
|J |
∫
J
‖W 1p (x)(B(x)−mJB)(VJ(U))−1‖p dx <∞
(c’) sup
J∈D
1
|J |
∫
J
‖U− 1p (x)(B∗(x)−mJB∗)(V ′J(W ))−1‖p
′
dx <∞.
Proof. Assume that (a’) is true. As was mentioned before, πB : L
p(U)→
Lp(W ) boundedly if and only if ΠW,U,pB is bounded on L
p, so (2.2) gives
us that
∫
J
‖W 1p (x)(B(x)−mJB)(VJ(U))−1‖p dx
≈
n∑
i=1
sup
J∈D
∫
Rd
|W 1p (x)χJ (x)(B(x)−mJB)(VJ(U))−1~ei|p dx
≈
n∑
i=1
∫
Rd
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
|VI(W )BεI(VJ(U))−1~ei|2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
≤
n∑
i=1
∫
Rd
 ∑
I∈D(J)
∑
ǫ∈Sigd
|VI(W )BεImI(U−
1
p{χJU
1
p (VJ(U))
−1~ei})|2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
.
n∑
i=1
|J |‖ΠW,U,pB χJ(U
1
p (VJ(U))
−1~ei)‖pLp . ‖ΠW,U,pB ‖pLp
which means that (b’) is true. Since ΠW,U,pB is bounded on L
p if and
only if ΠU
1−p′ ,W 1−p
′
,p′
B∗ is bounded on L
p′, (c’) also immediately follows
if πB : L
p(U)→ Lp(W ) is bounded.
We now prove that (b’) implies that ΠW,U,pB is bounded on L
p which
will clearly also gives us that (c’) implies that ΠU
1−p′ ,W 1−p
′
,p′
B∗ is bounded
on Lp
′
, so that (b’) ⇒ (a’) and (c’) ⇒ (a’). Now if (b’) is true then
(2.2) gives us that for any ~e ∈ Cn
sup
J∈D
1
|J |
∫
J
|W 1p (x)(B(x)−mJB)(VJ(U))−1~e|p dx
≈ sup
J∈D
1
|J |
∫
J
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
|VI(W )BεI(VJ(U))−1~e|2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
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and in particular if 2 ≤ p <∞ then by Ho¨lder’s inequality we have
sup
J∈D
1
|J |
∫
J
|W 1p (x)(B(x)−mJB)(VJ(U))−1~e|p dx
& sup
J∈D
 1
|J |
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
|VI(W )BεI(VJ(U))−1~e|2

p
2
.
However, if 1 < p ≤ 2 then
1
|J |
∫
J
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖VI(W )BεI(VI(U))−1‖2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
=
1
|J |
∫
J
 ∞∑
j=1
∑
K∈J j−1(J)
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈F (K)
‖VI(W )BεI(VI(U))−1‖2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
.
1
|J |
∫
J
 ∞∑
j=1
∑
K∈J j−1(J)
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈F (K)
‖VI(W )BεI (VK(U))−1‖2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
≤ 1|J |
∫
J
 ∞∑
j=1
∑
K∈J j−1(J)
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(K)
‖VI(W )BεI (VK(U))−1‖2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
≤ 1|J |
∞∑
j=1
∑
K∈J j−1(J)
∫
K
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(K)
‖VI(W )BεI(VK(U))−1‖2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
.
1
|I|
∞∑
j=1
∑
K∈J j−1(I)
|K|
.
∞∑
j=1
2−(j−1) <∞
which by Theorem 3.1 in [21] says that (b) in Theorem 2.2 is true,
which implies that (a’) is true. 
From now on we will say that B ∈ ˜BMOpW,U,D for a dyadic grid D if
B satisfies either of the conditions in Corollary 2.4 with respect to D ,
any of the equivalent conditions in Theorem 2.2 with respect to D , or
(2.8) with respect to D . In the last section we will show that BMOpW,U
coincides with the union of ˜BMOpW,U,D over a finite number of dyadic
grids D .
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3. Two weight characterization of Riesz transforms
We will now prove Theorem 1.1 but in terms of ˜BMOpW,U , which we
will define as the the union of ˜BMOpW,U,D over all dyadic grids D (which
as usual will be shown to coincide with the union of ˜BMOpW,U,D over a
finite number of dyadic grids D). Before we do this we will need the
following simple but nonetheless interesting characterization of matrix
Haar multipliers. Note that the one matrix weighted characterization
of these Haar multipliers was first proved in [13] and that a sharper
result (in terms of the A2 dependency) was soon after proved in [1]
when p = 2.
Proposition 3.1. Let 1 < p < ∞ and let W be a matrix Ap weight.
If D is any dyadic grid and A := {AεI : I ∈ D , ε ∈ Sigd} is a sequence
of matrices, then the Haar multiplier
TA ~f :=
∑
I∈D
∑
ε∈Sigd
AεI
~f εI h
ε
I
is bounded from Lp(U) to Lp(W ) if and only if
sup
I∈D,ε∈Sigd
‖VI(W )AεI(VI(U))−1‖ <∞.
Proof. If M = supI∈D,ε∈Sigd ‖VI(W )AεI(VI(U))−1‖ < ∞, then two ap-
plications of (2.2) give us that
‖TA ~f‖pLp(W ) ≈
∫
Rd
∑
I∈D
∑
ε∈Sigd
|VI(W )AεI ~f εI |2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
≤
∫
Rd
∑
I∈D
∑
ε∈Sigd
‖VI(W )AεI(VI(U))−1‖2|VI(U)~f εI |2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
≤ Mp
∫
Rd
∑
I∈D
∑
ε∈Sigd
|VI(U)~f εI |2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
≈ Mp‖~f‖pLp(U).
For the other direction, fix some J0 ∈ D and ε′ ∈ Sigd, and let
J ′0 ∈ D(J0) with ℓ(J ′0) = 12ℓ(J0). Again by (2.2) we have that∫
Rd
∑
I∈D
∑
ε∈Sigd
|VI(W )AεI(U−
1
p ~f)εI |2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx . ‖~f‖pLp. (3.1)
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Plugging ~f := χJ ′0~e for any ~e ∈ Cn into (3.1) and noticing that
(U−
1
p ~f)ε
′
J0
= (U−
1
pχJ ′0~e)
ε′
J0
= ±2− d2 |J0| 12mJ ′0(U−
1
p )
easily gives us (in conjunction with Lemma 2.1) that
|VJ0(W )Aε
′
J0
V ′J ′0
(U)~e|p
. |VJ0(W )Aε
′
J0mJ ′0(U
− 1
p )~e|p
≈ |J0|−
p
2 |VJ0(W )Aε
′
J0(U
− 1
p ~f)ε
′
J0~e|p
=
1
|J0|
∫
Rd
(
|VJ0(W )Aε′J0(U−
1
p ~f)ε
′
J0
~e|2
|J0| χJ0(x)
) p
2
dx
≤ 1|J0|
∫
Rd
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
|VI(W )AεI(U−
1
p ~f)εI |2
|I| χI(x)

p
2
dx
. ‖TA‖pLp(U)→Lp(W ).
Using the definition of V ′J ′0
and summing over all of the 2d first genera-
tion children J ′0 of J0 finally (after taking the supremum over J0 ∈ D)
gives us that
sup
J, ε
‖VJ(W )AεJ(VJ(U))−1‖ . sup
J, ε
‖VJ(W )AεJV ′J(U)‖ . ‖TA‖Lp(W )→Lp(U)

We now prove sufficiency in Theorem 1.1 with respect to ˜BMOpW,U .
As in [10, 13, 18]. the starting point is the fact that any of the Riesz
transforms are in the L2− SOT convex hull of the so called “Haar
shifts” which are defined byQσh
ε
I = h
σ(ε)
σ(I) and (slightly abusing notation
in the obvious way) σ : D × Sigd → D × Sigd where 2ℓ(σ(I)) = ℓ(I)
and σ(I) ⊆ I for each I ∈ D . Fixing σ and letting Q = Qσ, it is then
enough to get an Lp(W ) bound on each [B,Q].
Theorem 3.2. If W and U are matrix Ap weights, B is locally inte-
grable, and R is any of the Riesz transforms, then [R,B] is bounded
from Lp(U) to Lp(W ) if B ∈ ˜BMOpW,U .
Proof. As in [13] we use the decomposition in [18]. First, write
B =
∑
I′∈D
∑
ε′∈Sigd
Bε
′
I′h
ε′
I′ ,
~f =
∑
I∈D
∑
ε∈Sigd
~f εIh
ε
I
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so that
[B,Q]~f =
∑
I∈D
∑
ε∈Sigd
(
B ~f εIQh
ε
I −Q(BhεI)~f εI
)
=
∑
I,I′∈D
∑
ε,ε′∈Sigd
(
Bε
′
I′h
ε′
I′(Qh
ε
I)
~f εI − Bε
′
I′(Qh
ε′
I′h
ε
I)
~f εI
)
=
∑
I,I′∈D
∑
ε,ε′∈Sigd
Bε
′
I′
(
[hε
′
I′, Q]h
ε
I
)
~f εI
Clearly there is no contribution if I ∩ I ′ = ∅ and otherwise we have
that
[hε
′
I′ , Q]h
ε
I =

0 I ( I ′
±|I|−1/2hσ(ε)σ(I) −Q(hǫ
′
I h
ǫ
I) I = I
′
hε
′
σ(I)h
σ(ε)
σ(I) ± |I|−1/2hσ(ε
′)
σ2(I) I
′ = σ(I)
hε
′
I′Q(h
ε
I)−Q(hεIhε′I′) I ′ ( I and I ′ 6= σ(I)
(3.2)
Note that we can disregard sign changes thanks to the unconditional-
ity of Theorem 2.2, (2.2), and Proposition 3.1, and we will not comment
on this further in the proof. When I = I ′ we need to bound the two
sums∑
I
∑
ε,ε′ 6=~1
Bε
′
I
~f εI |I|−1/2hσ(ε)σ(I) and Q
∑
I
∑
ε,ε′ 6=~1
Bε
′
I
~f εI |I|−1/2hψε′ (ε)I
 .
(3.3)
where ψε′(ε) is the signature defined by
h
ψε′ (ε)
I = |I|
1
2hεIh
ε′
I
which is obviously cancellative if and only if ε 6= ε′.
However, if B ∈ BMOpW,U then condition (b) in Theorem 2.2 obvi-
ously tells us that for ǫ, ǫ′ fixed and J˜ being the parent of J ∈ D
sup
J∈σ(D)
‖VJ(W )(|J˜|− 12Bǫ′J˜ )(VJ˜(U))−1‖ . sup
J∈σ(D)
‖VJ˜(W )(|J˜|−
1
2Bǫ
′
J˜
)(VJ˜(U))
−1‖ <∞
so that the first sum in (3.3) can be estimated in a manner that is very
similar to the proof of sufficiency in Theorem 3.1 (that is, using (2.2)
twice).
Note that the second sum of (3.3) when ε 6= ε′ is also “Haar multiplier
like” and can be estimated in exactly the same way as the first sum in
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(3.3) since Q : Lp(W ) → Lp(W ) boundedly (see [13]). On the other
hand, when ǫ = ǫ′ the second sum of (3.3) becomes
Q
∑
I∈D
∑
ε∈Sigd
BεI
~f εI
χI
|I|
 = Q(πB∗)∗ ~f
However, since
‖VI(W, p)BεI (VI(U, p))−1‖ = ‖(VI(U, p))−1(BεI )∗VI(W, p)‖
≈ ‖V ′I (U, p)(BεI )∗(V ′I (W, p))−1‖
≈ ‖VI(U1−p′ , p′)(BεI )∗(VI(W 1−p
′
, p′))−1‖
we have that B ∈ BMOpW,U if and only if πB∗ : Lp′(W 1−p′)→ Lp′(U1−p′)
is bounded, which is obviously true if and only if (πB∗)
∗ : Lp(U) →
Lp(W ) is bounded so that Q(πB∗)
∗ : Lp(U)→ Lp(W ) is bounded since
Q : Lp(W )→ Lp(W ) is bounded (see [13]).
We now look at the case when I ′ = σ(I) which clearly gives us two
sums corresponding to the two terms in (3.2). For the first term, we
obtain the sum∑
I∈D
∑
ε,ε′∈Sigd
Bε
′
σ(I)h
ε′
σ(I)h
σ(ε)
σ(I)
~f εI =
∑
I∈D
∑
ε∈Sigd
B
σ(ε)
σ(I)
~f εI
χσ(I)
|σ(I)|
+
∑
I∈D
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
ε′ 6=σ(ε)
|I|− 12Bε′σ(I)hψε′ (σ(ε))σ(I) ~f εI .
However, a simple computation gives us∑
I∈D
∑
ε∈Sigd
B
σ(ε)
σ(I)
~f εI
χσ(I)
|σ(I)| = (πB∗)
∗Q~f
which is bounded from Lp(U) to Lp(W ). Also, the second sum is again
“Haar multiplier like” and can be estimated in easily in a manner that
is similar to the proof of sufficiency for Theorem 3.1.
Furthermore, for the second sum in the two terms when I ′ = σ(I),
we need to bound ∑
I∈D
∑
ε,ε′∈Sigd
Bε
′
σ(I)|I|−1/2hσ(ε
′)
σ2(I)
~f εI
which yet again is “Haar multiplier like” and can be estimated in a
manner that is similar to the proof of sufficiency for Theorem 3.1
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To finally finish the proof of sufficiency we bound the triangular
terms. First, if I ) I ′ then obviously hεI is constant on I
′. Thus,∑
I′∈D
∑
I)I′
∑
ε,ε′∈Sigd
Bε
′
I′Q(h
ε
Ih
ε′
I )
~f εI =
∑
I′∈D
∑
ε′∈Sigd
Bε
′
I′Q(h
ε′
I′)
∑
I)I′
∑
ε∈Sigd
~f εIh
ε
I
=
∑
I′∈D
∑
ε′∈Sigd
Bε
′
I′Qh
ε′
I′mI′
~f = QπB ~f
Now clearly hε
′
I′Q(h
ε
I) = 0 if I
′ ∩ σ(I) = ∅. Furthermore, since I ) I ′
and I ′ 6= σ(I), we must have σ(I) ) I ′ so that∑
I′∈D
∑
I)I′
∑
ε,ε′∈Sigd
Bε
′
I′h
ε′
I′Q(h
ε
I)
~f εI =
∑
I′∈D
∑
ε′∈Sigd
Bε
′
I′h
ε′
I′
∑
I:σ(I))I′
∑
ε∈Sigd
h
σ(ε)
σ(I)
~f εI
=
∑
I′∈D
∑
ε′∈Sigd
Bε
′
I′h
ε′
I′mI′(Q
~f)
= πBQ~f
which is obviously bounded from Lp(U) to Lp(W ). 
Let us make one important remark regarding the above theorem. A
knowledgable reader might wonder why we have not utilized the by
now classical Hyto¨nen decomposition theorem (see [8]) to prove suf-
ficiency in Theorem 1.1 for general CZOs (which was done in [10] in
the scalar setting). First, this would require one to prove a two matrix
weighted H1-BMO duality result when p 6= 2, which while possible,
seems quite tricky to even formulate. Second, and perhaps more inter-
estingly, it appears to be rather difficult, even when p = 2, to prove
sub-exponential matrix weighted bounds for Haar shifts (in terms of
their complexity). Thus, even proving sufficiency in Theorem 1.1 for
general CZOs when p = 2 looks to be highly nontrivial. Intriguingly,
note that the boundedness of general “cancellation CZOs” (i.e. CZOs
where T1 = T ∗1 = 0) on matrix weighted Lp was proved in [20] by uti-
lizing pre-Hyto¨nen probabilistic surgical ideas that remove singularities
in a way that is similar to Hyto¨nen’s arguments, but does not involve
a reorganization into Haar shifts. Furthermore, note that the author
used similar pre-Hyto¨nen probabilistic surgical ideas in [12] to prove
matrix weighted bounds for certain matrix kernelled CZOs.
We now prove necessity in terms of ˜BMOpW,U . As in [13], we can use
the simple ideas in [15] to prove necessity for a wider class of CZOs
than just the Riesz transforms. More precisely,
Theorem 3.3. Let K : Rd\{0} → Rd be not identically zero, be ho-
mogenous of degree −d, have mean zero over the unit sphere ∂Bd, and
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satisfy K ∈ C∞(∂Bd) (so in particular K could be any of the Riesz ker-
nels). If T is the (convolution) CZO associated to K, then we have that
[T,B] being bounded from Lp(U) to Lp(W ) implies that B ∈ ˜BMOpW,U .
Proof. We will prove (b’) in Corollary 2.4. By assumption, there exists
z0 6= 0 and δ > 0 where 1K(x) is smooth on |x − z0| <
√
dδ, and thus
can be expressed as an absolutely convergent Fourier series
1
K(x)
=
∑
ake
ivk ·x
for |x − z0| <
√
dδ (where the exact nature of the vectors vk is ir-
relevant.) Set z1 = δ
−1z0. Thus, if |x − z1| <
√
d, then we have by
homogeneity
1
K(x)
=
δ−d
K(δx)
= δ−d
∑
ane
ivk ·(δx).
Now for any cube Q = Q(x0, r) of side length r and center x0, let
y0 = x0 − rz1 and Q′ = Q(y0, r) so that x ∈ Q and y ∈ Q′ implies that∣∣∣∣x− yr − z1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣x− x0r
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣y − y0r
∣∣∣∣ ≤ √d.
Let
SQ(x) = χQ(x)
(W
1
p (x)(B(x)−mQ′B)(VQ(U))−1)∗
‖W 1p (x)(B(x)−mQ′B)(VQ(U))−1‖
so that for x ∈ Q
1
rd
∥∥∥∥∫
Rd
W
1
p (x)(B(x)−B(y))(VQ(U))−1 r
dK(x− y)
K(x−y
r
)
SQ(x)χQ′(y) dy
∥∥∥∥
(3.4)
=
1
rd
∥∥∥∥∫
Q′
W
1
p (x)(B(x)−B(y))(VQ(U))−1
×(W
1
p (x)(B(x)−mQ′B)(VQ(U))−1)∗
‖W 1p (x)(B(x)−mQ′B)(VQ(U))−1‖
dy
∥∥∥∥∥
= ‖W 1p (x)(B(x)−mQ′B)(VQ(U))−1‖.
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However,
(3.4)
.
∑
k
|ak|
∥∥∥∥(∫
Rd
W
1
p (x)(B(x)− B(y))K(x− y)e−i δr vk·y(VQ(U))−1χQ′(y) dy
)
× SQ(x)ei δr vk ·x
∥∥∥
≤
∑
k
|ak|
∥∥∥∥(∫
Rd
W
1
p (x)(B(x)− B(y))K(x− y)e−i δr vk·y(VQ(U))−1χQ′(y) dy
)∥∥∥∥
.
∑
k
n∑
j=1
|ak|
∥∥∥(W 1p [T,B](gk~ej))(x)∥∥∥
where
gk(y) = e
−i δ
r
vk·y(VQ(U))
−1χQ′(y)
and where the second inequality follows from the fact that ‖SQ(x)ei δr vk·x‖ ≤
1 for a.e. x ∈ Rd.
But as |x0 − y0| = rδ−1z0, we can pick some C > 1 only depending
on K where Q˜ = Q(x0, Cr) satisfies Q∪Q′ ⊆ Q˜. Combining this with
the previous estimates, we have from the absolute summability of the
a′ns and the boundedness of [T,B] from L
p(U) to Lp(W ) that(∫
Q
‖W 1p (x)(B(x)−mQ′B)(VQ(U))−1‖p dx
) 1
p
≤
∑
k
n∑
j=1
|ak|‖(W
1
p (x)[T,B](gk~ej))‖Lp
. sup
k
n∑
j=1
‖U 1p gk~ej‖Lp
≤
n∑
j=1
‖χQ′U
1
p (VQ(U))
−1~ej‖Lp
. |Q| 1p
since the Ap condition gives us that
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n∑
j=1
‖|Q|− 1pχQ′U
1
p (VQ(U))
−1~ej‖Lp .
n∑
j=1
‖|Q˜|− 1pχQ˜(VQ(U))−1U
1
p~ej‖Lp
.
n∑
j=1
‖|Q˜|− 1pχQ˜V ′Q˜(U)U
1
p~ej ‖Lp
. ‖VQ˜(U)V ′Q˜(U)‖ . ‖U‖
1
p
Ap
.
Finally, we can use a simple argument from [14] to get(∫
Q
‖W 1p (x)(B(x)−mQB)(VQ(U))−1‖p dx
) 1
p
≤
(∫
Q
‖W 1p (x)(B(x)−mQ′B)(VQ(U))−1‖p dx
) 1
p
+
(∫
Q
‖W 1p (x)(mQB −mQ′B)(VQ(U))−1‖p dx
) 1
p
and(∫
Q
‖W 1p (x)(mQB −mQ′B)(VQ(U))−1‖p dx
) 1
p
=
(
1
|Q|
∫
Q
∥∥∥∥ 1|Q|
∫
Q
W
1
p (x)(B(y)−mQ′B)(VQ(U))−1 dy
∥∥∥∥p dx) 1p
≤
(
1
|Q|
∫
Q
(
1
|Q|
∫
Q
‖W 1p (x)W− 1p (y)‖
× ‖W 1p (y)(B(y)−mQ′B)(VQ(U))−1‖ dy
)p
dx
) 1
p
≤
(
1
|Q|
∫
Q
(
1
|Q|
∫
Q
‖W 1p (x)W− 1p (y)‖p′ dy
) p
p′
dx
) 1
p
×
(
1
|Q|
∫
Q
‖W 1p (y)(B(y)−mQ′B)(VQ(U))−1‖p dy
) 1
p
≤ ‖W‖Ap
(
1
|Q|
∫
Q
‖W 1p (y)(B(y)−mQ′B)(VQ(U))−1‖p dy
) 1
p
. 
4. H1-BMO duality when p = 2
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.3. Note that a similar un-
weighted matrix result was proved in [2], and like the proof in [2], our
proof will also be a matrix extension of the proof in [17] with the ma-
jor difference being that our proof will solely utilize (b) in Theorem 2.2
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(rather than in [17] where condition (c) in the scalar setting is used.)
Furthermore, while we are only interested in the sequence space defined
by BMO2W,U,D , it is clear that our proof can be modified to provide a
genuine matrix weighted version of the H1-BMO duality result in [2].
Proof of Theorem 1.3 : Note that for convenience we will write SW−1
for SW−1,D . Also note that throughout the proof we will track the A2
characteristic dependency on W and U , and in particular write “A .
B” to denote that A ≤ CB for some unimportant constant C that is
independent of W and U . First we prove that every B ∈ BMO2W,U,D
defines a bounded linear functional on H1W,U,D . To that end,
| 〈Φ, B〉L2 | ≤
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
|tr{ΦεI(BεI )∗}|
=
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
|tr{(mIW )− 12 (MUΦ)εI((mIW )
1
2BεI (mIU)
− 1
2 )∗}|
≤
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
‖(mIW )− 12 (MUΦ)εI‖‖(mIW )
1
2BεI (mIU)
− 1
2‖.
As before let M be the unweighted Hardy-Littlewood maximal func-
tion and define the sets Ωk, Ω˜k, and Bk by
Ωk = {x ∈ Rd : SW−1(MUΦ)(x) > 2k},
Bk = {I ∈ D : |I ∩ Ωk| > 1
2
|I| and |I ∩ Ωk+1| ≤ 1
2
|I|},
Ω˜k = {x ∈ Rd : M(1Ωk) >
1
2
}.
Clearly Ωk ⊆ Ω˜k. Furthermore if x ∈ I and I ∈ Bk thenM(1Ωk)(x) >
|I∩Ωk|
|I|
> 1
2
so that I ∈ Bk implies that I ⊆ Ω˜k. Since SW−1MUΦ ∈ L1
we have that I ∈ Bk for some k ∈ Z if ΦεI 6= 0 for some ε ∈ Sigd.
In particular, since U and W are positive definite a.e., we have that
SW−1(MUΦ)(x) > 0 when Φ
ε
I 6= 0, which combined with the fact that
SW−1(MUΦ) ∈ L1 easily implies the claim.
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Thus, if I˜ denotes the collection of maximal I ∈ Bk then we have by
maximality and two uses of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
| 〈Φ, B〉L2 | ≤
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
k∈Z
∑
I˜∈Bk
∑
I⊆I˜
I∈Bk
‖(mIW )− 12 (MUΦ)εI‖‖(mIW )
1
2BεI(mIU)
− 1
2‖
≤
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
k∈Z
∑
I˜∈Bk
∑
I⊆I˜
I∈Bk
‖(mIW )− 12 (MUΦ)εI‖2

1
2
(4.1)
×
∑
I⊆I˜
I∈Bk
‖(mIW ) 12BεI(mIU)−
1
2‖2

1
2
≤ ‖B‖BMO2W,U
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
k∈Z
∑
I˜∈Bk
|I˜| 12
∑
I⊆I˜
I∈Bk
‖(mIW )− 12 (MUΦ)εI‖2

1
2
≤ ‖B‖BMO2W,U
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
k∈Z
|Ω˜k| 12
(∑
I∈Bk
‖(mIW )− 12 (MUΦ)εI‖2
) 1
2
.
(4.2)
We now show that
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈Bk
‖(mIW )− 12 (MUΦ)εI‖2 . ‖W‖A222k|Ω˜k| (4.3)
where the implied constant is independent of W . To that end, we have
∫
Ω˜k\Ωk+1
(SW−1(MUΦ)(x))
2
dx ≤ 22k+2|Ω˜k\Ωk+1| ≤ 22k+2|Ω˜k|
while if {~ej}nj=1 is any orthonormal basis of Cn and we define
WI(x) = (mIW
−1)−
1
2W−1(x)(mIW
−1)−
1
2
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then∫
Ω˜k\Ωk+1
(SW−1(MUΦ)(x))
2
dx
&
n∑
j=1
∫
Ω˜k\Ωk+1
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈Bk
|W− 12 (x)(MUΦ)εI~ej |2
|I| 1I(x) dx
=
n∑
j=1
∫
Ω˜k\Ωk+1
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈Bk
1
|I|
〈
WI(x)(mIW
−1)
1
2 (MUΦ)
ε
I~ej ,
(mIW
−1)
1
2 (MUΦ)
ε
I~ej
〉
Cn
1I(x) dx
=
n∑
j=1
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈Bk
∫
I∩(Ω˜k\Ωk+1)
1
|I|
〈
WI(x)(mIW
−1)
1
2 (MUΦ)
ε
I~ej,
(mIW
−1)
1
2 (MUΦ)
ε
I~ej
〉
Cn
dx
=
n∑
j=1
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈Bk
∫
I∩(Ω˜k\Ωk+1)
1
|I| |W
1
2
I (x)(mIW
−1)
1
2 (MUΦ)
ε
I~ej |2 dx
=
n∑
j=1
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈Bk
|(mIW−1) 12 (MUΦ)εI~ej |2
|I|
∫
I∩(Ω˜k\Ωk+1)
|W
1
2
I (x)~eI,j|2 dx
(4.4)
where
~eI,j =

(mIW
−1)
1
2 (MUΦ)
ε
I~ej
|(mIW−1)
1
2 (MUΦ)
ε
I
~ej |
if (mIW
−1)
1
2 (MUΦ)
ε
I~eI,j 6= 0
0 if (mIW
−1)
1
2 (MUΦ)
ε
I~eI,j = 0.
However, since I ⊆ BK we have
(4.4) =
n∑
j=1
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈Bk
|(mIW−1) 12 (MUΦ)εI~ej |2
|I|
∫
I\Ωk+1
|W
1
2
I (x)~eI,j |2 dx
≥
n∑
j=1
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈Bk
|(mIW )− 12 (MUΦ)εI~ej |2
|I|
∫
I\Ωk+1
|W
1
2
I (x)~eI,j |2 dx.
Now by Lemma 3.5 in [25], we have that WI for each I ∈ D is a ma-
trix A2 weight with the same A2 characteristic as that of W . Further-
more, since each of the nonzero ~eI,j are unit vectors, each |W
1
2
I (x)~eI,j|2
is a scalar A2 weight with A2 characteristic no greater than that of W
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(see the proof of Lemma 3.6 in [25]). Thus, since
|I\Ωk+1| ≥ 1
2
|I|
we have by standard arguments in the theory of (scalar) weighted norm
inequalities that
|W
1
2
I ~eI,j|2(I\Ωk+1)
|W
1
2
I ~eI,j|2(I)
≥ 1‖W‖A2
( |I\Ωk+1|
|I|
)2
≥ 1
4‖W‖A2
.
Furthermore,
|W
1
2
I ~eI,j |2(I)
|I| =
1
|I|
∫
I
〈
(mIW
−1)−
1
2W−1(x)(mIW
−1)−
1
2~eI,j, ~eI,j
〉
Cn
dx = 1
for each nonzero ~eI,j, which clearly proves (4.3).
Finally combining (4.2) with (4.3) and using the standard L1,∞ max-
imal function boundedness, we have
| 〈Φ, B〉L2 | . ‖W‖
1
2
A2
‖B‖BMO2W,U
∑
k∈Z
|Ω˜k|2k
. ‖W‖
1
2
A2
‖B‖BMO2W,U
∑
k∈Z
|Ωk|2k
≤ ‖W‖
1
2
A2
‖B‖BMO2W,U‖SW−1(MUΦ)‖L1 .
Conversely let ℓ ∈ (H1W,U)∗ and let {Ej}n2j=1 be the standard orthonor-
mal basis of n × n matricies under the inner product 〈, 〉tr. Clearly if
Φ ∈ H1W,U then the Haar expansion of Φ converges to Φ in H1W,U so by
continuity and linearity we have
ℓ(Φ) =
n2∑
j=1
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
〈ΦεI , Ej〉tr ℓ(EjhεI) = 〈Φ, B〉L2
where
B =
n2∑
j=1
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
ℓ(EjhεI)h
ε
IE
∗
j
so that the proof will be complete if we can show that B ∈ BMO2W,U .
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To that end, by duality we have 1
|J |
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖(mIW ) 12BεI(mIU)−
1
2‖2

1
2
=
 1
|J |
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖(mIU)− 12 (BεI )∗(mIW )
1
2‖2

1
2
≤ 1|J | 12 sup‖{Sε
I
}‖
ℓ2=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
〈
(mIU)
− 1
2 (BεI )
∗(mIW )
1
2 , SεI
〉
tr
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 1|J | 12 sup‖{Sε
I
}‖
ℓ2=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
〈
(mIW )
1
2 (SεI )
∗(mIU)
− 1
2 , BεI
〉
tr
∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
1
|J | 12 sup‖{Sε
I
}‖
ℓ2=1
| 〈S∗J,W,U , B〉L2 |
≤ sup
‖{Sε
I
}‖
ℓ2=1
1
|J | 12 ‖ℓ‖‖S
∗
J,W,U‖H1W,U
where
SJ,W,U =
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
(mIU)
− 1
2SεI (mIW )
1
2hεI .
The proof will then be completed (and the interchanging of ℓ and sum-
mation will be justified) if we can show that ‖S∗J,W,U‖H1W,U . |J |
1
2 .
However, by Cauchy-Schwarz,
‖S∗J,W,U‖H1W,U =
∫
J
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖W− 12 (x)(mIW ) 12 (SεI )∗‖2
|I| 1I(x)

1
2
dx
≤ |J | 12
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
1
|I|
∫
I
‖W− 12 (x)(mIW ) 12 (SεI )∗‖2 dx

1
2
≤ ‖W‖
1
2
A2
|J | 12
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖SεI‖2

1
2
≤ ‖W‖
1
2
A2
|J | 12
since ‖{SεI}‖ℓ2 = 1. .
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5. Completion of the proofs
In this section we will complete the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
First, note that it is a by now standard fact that for any cube Q
there exists 1 ≤ t ≤ 2d and Qt ∈ D t such that Q ⊂ Qt and ℓ(Qt) ≤
6ℓ(Q) where ℓ(Q) is the side length of Q and D t = {2−k([0, 1)d +m+
(−1)kt) : k ∈ Z, m ∈ Zd}. As was mentioned before, Theorem 1.1 will
be completed by the following.
Lemma 5.1. If 1 < p <∞,D is a dyadic grid and W,U are matrix Ap
weights, then we have BMOpW,U,D =
˜BMOpW,U,D. Furthermore we have
that
2d⋃
t=1
BMOpW,U,Dt = BMO
p
W,U and
2d⋃
t=1
˜BMOpW,U,Dt =
˜BMOpW,U
Proof. Let B ∈ BMOpW,U,D so for some ǫ > 1 (which by Ho¨lder’s in-
equality we assume is in the interval (0, 1)) we have by dyadic Littlewood-
Paley theory that
sup
I⊂Rd
I is a cube
1
|I|
∫
I
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
J∈D(I)
‖(mIW
1
p )BεJ(mIU
1
p )−1‖2
|J | χJ(x)

1+ǫ
2
dx
≈ sup
I⊂Rd
I is a cube
1
|I|
∫
I
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
J∈D(I)
‖VI(W )BεJ(VI(U))−1‖2
|J | χJ(x)

1+ǫ
2
dx
<∞
where we have used Lemma 2.1 twice. However, we have that B ∈
˜BMOpW,U,D if and only if
sup
I⊂Rd
I is a cube
1
|I|
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
J∈D(I)
‖VJ(W )BεJ(VJ(U))−1‖2 <∞
which by Theorem 3.1 in [21] is equivalent to
sup
I⊂Rd
I is a cube
1
|I|
∫
I
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
J∈D(I)
‖VJ(W )BεJ(VJ(U))−1‖2
|J | χJ(x)

1+ǫ
2
dx <∞.
(5.1)
Using the stopping time notation from Section 2, note that J ∈ F (K)
implies that ‖VJ(W )(VK(W ))−1‖ . 1 and ‖VK(U)(VJ(U))−1‖ . 1, so
that for fixed I ∈ D ,
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1
|I|
∫
I
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
J∈D(I)
‖VJ(W )BεJ(VJ(U))−1‖2
|J | χJ(x)

1+ǫ
2
dx
=
1
|I|
∫
I
 ∞∑
j=1
∑
K∈J j−1(I)
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
J∈F (K)
‖VJ(W )BεJ(VJ(U))−1‖2
|J | χJ(x)

1+ǫ
2
dx
.
1
|I|
∫
I
 ∞∑
j=1
∑
K∈J j−1(I)
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
J∈D(K)
‖VK(W )BεJ(VK(U))−1‖2
|J | χJ(x)

1+ǫ
2
dx
≤ 1|I|
∞∑
j=1
∑
K∈J j−1(I)
∫
K
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
J∈D(K)
‖VK(W )BεJ(VK(U))−1‖2
|J | χJ(x)

1+ǫ
2
dx
.
1
|I|
∞∑
j=1
∑
K∈J j−1(I)
|K| .
∞∑
j=1
2−(j−1) <∞.
Conversely, for ǫ > 0 small enough we have
1
|I|
∫
I
‖VI(W )(B(x)−mIB)(VI(U))−1‖1+ǫ dx
≤ 1|I|
∫
I
‖VI(W )W−
1
p (x)‖1+ǫ‖W 1p (x)(B(x)−mIB)(VI(U))−1‖1+ǫ dx
≤
(
1
|I|
∫
I
‖VI(W )W−
1
p (x)‖ p(1+ǫ)p−1−ǫ dx
) p−1−ǫ
p
×
(
1
|I|
∫
I
‖W 1p (x)(B(x)−mIB)(VI(U))−1‖p dx
) 1+ǫ
p
.
(
1
|I|
∫
I
‖W 1p (x)(B(x)−mIB)(VI(U))−1‖p dx
) 1+ǫ
p
by the reverse Ho¨lder inequality.
As for the last two statements, one can argue as we did towards the
end of the proof of Theorem 3.3 and we will leave these simple details
to the interested reader. 
We now prove Theorem 1.2
Proof of Theorem 1.2:
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Let Λ be a matrix Ap weight and let R be any of the Riesz transforms.
If W = (U∗Λ
2
pU)
p
2 , then
‖RU ~f‖Lp(Λ) . ‖U ~f‖Lp(Λ)
(∫
Rd
|Λ 1pU ~f |p dx
) 1
p
=
(∫
Rd
〈
U∗Λ
2
pU ~f, ~f
〉p
2
Cn
dx
) 1
p
=
(∫
Rd
|[(U∗Λ 2pU) p2 ] 1p ~f |p dx
) 1
p
= ‖~f‖Lp(W ).
On the other hand, the easy computation above and the fact that
W is a matrix Ap weight gives us that
‖UR~f‖Lp(Λ) = ‖R~f‖Lp(W ) . ‖~f‖Lp(W ).
.
As was mentioned in the introduction, it is rather curious to examine
the very special case of p = 2, U = W, and Λ = W−1 where W is a
matrix A2 weight, which gives us that W ∈ BMOW−1,W if W is a
matrix A2 weight. Thanks to Theorem 2.2, this in conjunction with
some elementary linear algebra and the matrix A2 condition proves the
following result.
Proposition 5.2. If W is a matrix A2 weight and D is a dyadic grid,
then W satisfies
sup
J∈D
1
|J |
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
‖(mIW )− 12W εI (mIW )−
1
2‖2 <∞, (5.2)
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
W εI (mIW )
−1W εI < C|J |mJW (5.3)
for some C independent of J , and
1
|J |
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
mI(W
−1)W εImI(W
−1)W εImI(W
−1) < CmJ(W
−1)
(5.4)
for some C independent of J .
As was mentioned in the introduction, while (5.2) in the scalar set-
ting is known as the Fefferman-Kenig-Pipher inequality and is known in
the matrix setting (see [25] when d = 1 and [6] when d > 1), inequality
(5.3) is to the author’s knowledge new (and in the scalar setting is well
known as Buckley’s inequality, see [4]). Note that the interest in these
two inequalities stems from their use in sharp matrix weighted norm
inequalities. In particular, it was shown in [6,25] that the supremum in
(5.2) is comparable to log(1 + ‖W‖A2), which in [1, 6] is used to prove
quantitative matrix weighted square function bounds. Note that these
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square function bounds immediately give quantitative matrix weighted
norm inequalities for Riesz transforms, and in particular give that
‖R‖L2(W )→L2(W ) . ‖W‖
3
2
A2
log(1 + ‖W‖A2) (5.5)
for any of the Riesz transforms R.
Furthermore, as was pointed out in [1], if one could prove that C ≈
‖W‖2A2 in (5.3) when d = 1 (which is known to be sharp in the scalar
setting), then one would be able to improve the right hand side of
(5.5) for the Hilbert transform to ‖W‖
3
2
A2
(and while not stated in [1], a
similar statement can be said for any of the Riesz transforms). While
this appears to be quite challenging, we can at least prove the following.
Proposition 5.3. The constant C in (5.3) can be picked to satisfy
C ≈ ‖W‖2A2 log(1 + ‖W‖A2).
Proof. The proof is similar to the cases (b) ⇒ (a) and (a) ⇒ (c) in
Theorem 2.2 but is simpler. More precisely, as before let
M ′W
~f(x) = sup
D∋I∋x
mI |(mIW ) 12W− 12 ~f |.
Then by the above mentioned bound for the supremum in (5.2) and
the standard unweighted dyadic Carleson embedding theorem, we have
for ~f ∈ L2∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
|(mIW )− 12W εImI(W−
1
2
~f )|2
≤
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
‖(mIW )− 12W εI (mIW )−
1
2‖2(mI |(mIW ) 12W− 12 ~f |)2
≤
∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D
‖(mIW )− 12W εI (mIW )−
1
2‖2(mI(M ′W ~f))2
. log(1 + ‖W‖A2)‖M ′W ~f‖2L2
. ‖W‖2A2 log(1 + ‖W‖A2)‖~f‖2L2
However, plugging in the testing function ~f =W
1
2χJ~e for some J ∈
D and ~e ∈ Cn we get that∑
ε∈Sigd
∑
I∈D(J)
|(mIW )− 12W εI ~e|2 . ‖W‖2A2 log(1 + ‖W‖A2)‖W
1
2χJ~e‖2L2
. ‖W‖2A2 log(1 + ‖W‖A2)|J ||(mJW )
1
2~e|2
which is easily seen to be equivalent to (5.3) with C . ‖W‖2A2 log(1 +‖W‖A2). 
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Let us remark that even defining correct p 6= 2 versions of (5.3) or
(5.2) looks quite mysterious. Also, note that (5.4) appears to be new
even in the scalar weighted setting (which is possibly due to the fact
that it is not clear where such an inequality can be used.)
We will finish this paper by proving Propositions 1.4 and 1.5.
Proof of Proposition 1.4: Since W is a matrix A2 weight iff W
−1 is a
matrix A2 weight, the proof follows immediately by the matrix A2 con-
dition and Lemma 2.1 in conjunction with the fact that BMO2W−1,W =
˜BMO2W−1,W . 
To prove Proposition 1.5, we first need to recall that |W 1p (x)~e|p is a
scalar A∞ weight for ~e ∈ Cn (with A∞ constant uniform in ~e, see [26])
and thus satisfies a reverse Ho¨lder’s inequality.
Proof of Proposition 1.5: We first assume that (1.2) is true and that
W is a matrix Ap weight. Then
1
|I|
∫
I
|~f(x)−mI ~f | dx
≤ 1|I|
∫
I
‖VI(W )W−
1
p (x)‖|W 1p (x)V −1I (W )(~f(x)−mI ~f)| dx
.
(
1
|I|
∫
I
|W 1p (x)V −1I (W )(~f(x)−mI ~f)|p dx
) 1
p
by Ho¨lder’s inequality and the matrix Ap condition.
Conversely, if W is a matrix Ap,∞ weight then there exists q > p
where(
1
|I|
∫
I
‖W 1p (x)(VI(W ))−1‖q
) 1
q
.
n∑
i=1
(
1
|I|
∫
I
|W 1p (x)(VI(W ))−1~ei|q
) 1
q
.
n∑
i=1
(
1
|I|
∫
I
|W 1p (x)(VI(W ))−1~ei|p
) 1
p
. 1.
Thus, if ~f ∈ BMO then the classical John-Nirenberg inequality and
the following inequality completes the proof:
1
|I|
∫
I
|W 1p (x)V −1I (W )(~f(x)−mI ~f)|p dx
.
(
1
|I|
∫
I
|~f(x)−mI ~f |
q
q−p dx
) q−p
q
.
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